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OCTOBER 2022

A Word from the Pastor
By: The Rev. Judith A. Dwyer
Dear Friends,
As I write this, the autumn leaves are preparing for their slow descent from the
trees. Scientists tell us this is due to a combination of factors: the days growing
shorter; leaves producing less chlorophyll; surging sugar concentrations that
cause leaves to produce more of some color pigments.
The rate at which leaves change color depends on the temperature and how
much light they receive. Sunny autumn days produce the brightest color
displays, while overcast days give way to more yellows and browns.
Of course, we all love the brightest colors! Many of us plan road trips north to
view the spectacular displays Mother Nature puts on. Others rely on photos
taken by drones to capture the brilliance of this changing season. Those who
live in climates that maintain constant, warmer temperatures miss this seasonal
change entirely. And all of us are learning what effect climate change is having
on this much-anticipated annual demonstration of nature’s glory.
New Englanders who depend on income from the multi-billion dollar fall tourist
industry fear that the combination of this summer’s extreme heat and drought
will dim the colors of the leaves. In some cases, the trees are so stressed they
are dropping their leaves before the colors have a chance to bloom. Maybe you
feel a little like those trees in the midst of unanticipated change.

Nature mirrors the effects of change as we too experience them. Too much
change without sufficient nurture can leave us withered on the vine, unable to
cope with stress and adjust accordingly. Even spectacular colors and vibrant
landscapes carry the cost of change. How then can we accommodate what is new
and different without withering from change-fatigue?
We can look to the trees once more. “The beauty of nature is sometimes found in
the profound ‘intelligence’ it exudes. Perennials, which includes trees, must
protect themselves in order to get through the harsh, freezing temperatures
of winter. If trees did not shed their leaves, their soft vegetation would
certainly freeze during winter time, damaging and, no doubt, killing the
tree,” (From www.smokymountains.com).
We too must protect ourselves from the extremes of too much, or too little,
change. Every tree has a different timetable for turning its leaves into things of
glory before they fall back to earth; so do we. Well-timed change at a rate we can
tolerate can bring us into a season of new growth and vitality, one that might
even look like a new variety of tree. One rooted in good soil with branches
leading to places we’ve not been before.
Though we love the more brilliant colors of fall, it seems God also has a place for
the subtle hues of brown. Not a leaf is wasted: every one that falls builds a layer
of humus to nurture the trees through the next season of life. Even the unwanted
fallout of change, then, is just fodder for the mill of another season in our
collective lives. So: “… Let the field exult and everything in it. Then shall all the
trees of the forest sing for joy,” (Psalm 96:12). May we sing along!

- Pastor Judy

Call for a Special Meeting
of the Congregation:

11/6

The Session of Northampton Presbyterian Church has
called a special meeting of the congregation following
worship on November 6, 2022. The purpose of the
meeting is to receive the report of the Facilities
Committee concerning the immediate need for
building envelope (stucco) remediation; to approve
said project and associated plan for financing,
potentially including a capital campaign. No other
business shall be conducted at this meeting.
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Livestream Information:
All “livestreamed” messages are broadcasted from our Facebook page: www.facebook.com/northamptonpresby
Sunday Worship Services are additionally posted on our website: www.northamptonpresby.com/sermon-videos
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